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The Impossible Turned Possible: How to Turn Your Dreams into RealityMorgan James Publishing, 2021

	In The Impossible Turned Possible, Carolyn Chism Hardy provides a roadmap to plan one’s journey to the life they deserve with a simple 5 step process. 
	
		The Impossible Turned Possible is a step-by-step guide acting as a virtual assistant to help every step of the way. The real-life experiences discussed...
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Genetics Databases (Biological Techniques Series)Academic Press, 1999
Computer access is the only way to retrieve up-to-date nucleic acid and protein sequence and structure information. 
This book, edited by Martin Bishop, describes the available information and where to find it, and is essential reading for any researcher puzzled by the wealth of on-line data. 
The reader will be guided through the maze of...
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Non-Radioactive Labelling: A Practical Introduction (Biological Techniques Series)Academic Press, 1997
Biological Techniques is a series of volumes aimed at introducing to a wide audience the latest advances in methodology. The pitfalls and problems of new techniques are given due consideration, as are those small but vital details not always explicit in the methods sections of journal papers.

In recent years, most...
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Ubiquitous Multimedia ComputingCRC Press, 2009
Computing is ubiquitous and if you think otherwise, that in itself might be the best evidence that it is so. Computers are omnipresent in modern life and the multimedia computing environment of today is becoming more and more seamless.

Bringing together contributions from dozens of leading experts, Ubiquitous Multimedia...
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Learning Machine Translation (Neural Information Processing)MIT Press, 2009
The Internet gives us access to a wealth of information in languages we don't understand. The investigation of automated or semi-automated approaches to translation has become a thriving research field with enormous commercial potential. This volume investigates how machine learning techniques can improve statistical machine translation, currently...
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The Role of EU Agencies in the Eurozone and Migration Crisis: Impact and Future Challenges (European Administrative Governance)Palgrave Macmillan, 2020

	This book provides a wealth of empirical material to understand key aspects of EU governance including its plurality of actors and policy making modes and its functioning during crisis management. Authored by legal scholars and political scientists, it presents new research and insights on the role of EU agencies in the context of the Euro and...
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Algorithms in Java: Parts 1-4, Third EditionAddison Wesley, 2002
Sedgewick has a real gift for explaining concepts in a way that  makes them easy to understand. The use of real programs in page-size (or less)  chunks that can be easily understood is a real plus. The figures, programs, and  tables are a significant contribution to the learning experience of the reader;  they make this book...
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The Medieval City (Greenwood Guides to Historic Events of the Medieval World)Greenwood Press, 2005
After a long decline in urban life following the fall of the Roman Empire, towns became centers of trade and of liberty during the medieval period. Here, the author describes how, as Europe stabilized after centuries of strife, commerce and the commercial class grew, and urban areas became an important source of revenue into royal coffers. Towns...
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Signals and Boundaries: Building Blocks for Complex Adaptive SystemsMIT Press, 2012

	Complex adaptive systems (cas), including ecosystems, governments, biological cells, and markets, are characterized by intricate hierarchical arrangements of boundaries and signals. In ecosystems, for example, niches act as semi-permeable boundaries, and smells and visual patterns serve as signals; governments have departmental hierarchies...
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Nelson Essentials of Pediatrics, 5E with STUDENT CONSULT Access Fifth Edition(Nelson Essentials of Pediatrics)Saunders, 2005

	Completely revised and updated, this reference of choice for students and practitioners offers practical guidance and the latest information on normal growth and development, along with the diagnosis, management, and prevention of common childhood diseases and disorders. Discussions of the pathophysiologic aspects of pediatric disease, the...
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Creatures of Cain: The Hunt for Human Nature in Cold War AmericaPrinceton Press, 2019

	
		How Cold War America came to attribute human evolutionary success to our species' unique capacity for murder

		

		After World War II, the question of how to define a universal human nature took on new urgency. Creatures of Cain charts the rise and precipitous fall in Cold War America of a theory that...
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Serious Performance Consulting According to RummlerISPI, 2004
Praise for Serious Performance Consulting According to Rummler    

    

    "Before there was 'lean,' before there was TQM, before there was knowledge management, and before there were any one-minute cures, there was Geary Rummler preaching and practicing performance technology. With Serious...
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